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 Chapter 1    Practice Test
1 . Speech communication consists of a chain of 

events linking the speaker’s brain with the 
listener’s brain, which can be described by the 
following three levels of scientific analyses:

a) linguistic, physiological, and acoustic
b) physical, biological and auditory
c) sensory, motor, and linguistic
d) neural, muscular, and auditory

2. The physiologic level of the speech chain consists 
of  ____ .
a) muscular activity necessary to generate speech sounds
b) neural activity necessary to generate speech sounds 

arrangement and ordering of speech sounds
c) muscular and neural activity necessary to receive and 

generate speech sounds
d) linguistic level and acoustic level. 

3. Why is speech/language so important? Because 
we primarily rely on speech and language to 

a) exchange ideas and transmit knowledge efficiently
b) express our emotions and identity
c) think abstractly 
d) all of the above

4. Which of the following is NOT considered as a defining 
feature of spoken language?

a) Spoken language uses symbols to represent objects or ideas.
b) While word-object associations were mostly arbitrary initially, 

they became conventional and stable in daily use.
c) Spoken language can be further analyzed at different levels 

such as phonetics and phonology, and every level has its own 
rules or constraints.

d) The arrangement and rearrangement of word elements into 
phrases and sentences are arbitrary; therefore, there can be an 
infinite number of sentences. 

5. Speech variability is a big challenge in spoken 
language technology. Which of the following 
contributes to speech variability?

a) speaker (age, gender, emotional mood, etc.)
b) environmental noise
c) linguistic context and speech rate
d) All of the above

6. An idealized communication system is composed 
of

a) source (transmitter), medium (communication 
channel), and destination (receiver). 

b) encoder, decoder and billions of neurons.
c) speaker, microphone, and electric power.
d) consonants, vowels, and semivowels.
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1. It is said that linguistic organization is analogous 
to an orchestra. Which of the following does 
NOT form parallels in this analogy? 

a) Both have a central commander or conductor.
b) Both have many components and each component 

follows certain rules.
c) Both have rhythm, melody, and intensity patterns 

that require precise and timely coordination.
d) None of the above.

2. Which type of error does the sentence 
“Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.”
contain?

a) syntactic error
b) phonological error
c) semantic error
d) syntactic error
e) All of the above

3. A child systematically substituted consonant 
clusters with simpler ones regardless of the 
word meanings. What type of error best 
describes this phenomenon?

a) morphological error
b) phonological error
c) semantic error
d) syntactic error
e) all of the above

4. Speech sounds can be described in terms of 
phones and phonemes. Which of the following 
is TRUE?

a)   Phone and phoneme have equivalent meanings. 
One is for non-professionals, the other is for 
phoneticians.

b)   Phones include allophones depending on the 
environment, but phonemes do not.

c)   Phonemes are the smallest unit; therefore, they 
cannot be analyzed in terms of distinctive features.

d) A phoneme can be pronounced differently 
according to its phonological environment. 

e) All of the above.

5. The phonemic symbol for the final 
phoneme in the word “laugh” is

a) /g/
b) /h/
c) /l/
d) /gh/
e) None of the above.

6. The phonemic symbol for “s” in the word 
“pleasure” is

a) /ŋ/
b) /∫/
c) /θ/
d) /Ʒ/
e) /ʤ/
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1. Sound waves traveling through 
water are

a) microwaves
b) transverse waves
c) longitudinal waves
d) supersonic waves
e) None of the above

2. Aperiodic wave refers to 
a) a  periodic wave that vibrates at a 

certain frequency
b) a harmonic wave without 

fundamental frequency
c) a damped periodic wave during 

transmission
d) A complex wave with two 

fundamental frequencies
e) none of the above

3. Pitch perception is related to 
a) the amplitude of vibration
b) the frequency of vibration
c) the period of vibration
d) the phase of vibration
e) none of the above

4. Speech sounds can be described in terms of 
phones and phonemes. Which of the 
following is TRUE?

a)   Phone and phoneme have equivalent meanings. 
One is for non-professionals, the other is for 
phoneticians.

b)   Phones include allophones depending on the 
environment, but phonemes do not.

c)   Phonemes are the smallest unit; therefore, they 
cannot be analyzed in terms of distinctive 
features.

d) A phoneme can be pronounced differently 
according to its phonological environment. 

e) All of the above.

5. If the intensity of a sound wave is 
increased by a factor of 10 (10:1), 
decibels increase by

a) 10 dB SPL
b) 20 dB SPL
c) 10 dB
d) 20 dB
e) None of the above

6. If the intensity (Ix) = 10-6 watt/m2, 
the decibel equivalent relative to Ir
= 10-12 watt/m2 is

a) 70 dB IL
b) 60 dB
c) 60 dB IL
d) 50 dB IL
e) 60 dB SPL

7. If the pressure of a sound wave 
increases by a factor of 2 (2:1), 
decibels increase by

a) 3 dB
b) 6 dB
c) 2 dB
d) 6 dB SPL

8. Express the number 0.023 in 
scientific notation:

a) 2.3 x 101

b) 23 x 102

c) 2.3 x 10-1

d) 2.3 x 10-2

9. In forced vibration of an elastic 
system, the amplitude of vibration 
depends on the

a) magnitude of the applied force
b) magnitude and frequency of the 

applied force
c) frequency of the applied force
d) speed of sound wave propagation
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10. Suppose that the wavelength of a 
sound wave in an unknown medium 
at 10 Hz is 18 meters. When the 
frequency is increased to 1000 Hz, 
the wavelength becomes  

a) 18 centimeters
b) 1800 centimeters
c) 1800 meters
d) 108 meters

11. A complex wave has energy at odd and 
even harmonics of the fundamental 
frequency.  If the fundamental 
frequency is 125 Hz, what is the 
frequency of the 4th harmonic?

a) 500 Hz
b) 375 Hz
c) 625 Hz
d) 1254 Hz

12. A period of 0.01 s is equivalent to
a) 100.0 ms
b) 0.001 ms
c) 10.0 ms
d) 0.01 ms

13. Log10 10-7 =
a) –7
b) 1
c) 10
d) -1/7
e) The exponent cannot be -7. 

14. A sound has a sound pressure level 
of 80 dB SPL.  What is its intensity 
level (dB IL)?

a) 83 dB IL
b) 160 dB IL
c) 802 dB IL
d) 80 dB IL

15. The two essential properties of 
sound source and sound medium 
are:

a) phase and amplitude
b) wavelength and amplitude
c) mass and elasticity
d) mass and inertia
e) frequency and speed

16. Which of the following is FALSE?
a) The frequency and period of a sound are 

determined by the properties of the source. 
b) The speed of sound transmission is determined 

by the properties of the medium.
c) Fourier analysis is a mathematical method of 

decomposing sounds into its frequency 
components. 

d) Decibel scale is a relative measure scale for sound 
frequency.

e) We use logarithm because our perception of 
sound intensity can be approximated 
mathematically by logarithm.  

17. Which of the following is TRUE?
a) The amplitude of forced vibration will be 

greatest when the frequency of the applied 
force equals the resonance frequency. 

b) The results of Fourier analysis for a sound 
wave are plotted as sine waves but not as 
spectrum. 

c) Fundamental frequency is the lowest 
frequency component in the spectrum for 
an aperiodic sound. 

d) All of the above.
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